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In the sixth installment of Coreene Callahan's bestselling Dragonfury series, a tormented dragon

shifter finds solace in the healing powers of a woman - one who needs her own salvation. Dragon

warrior Forge has been sentenced to death by the Dragonkind elite. Recalling the memories of his

family's murders could drive him to the edge of insanity, but it's the only way to remove the target on

his back. Fiercely determined to protect his pack and his newborn son, Forge agrees to undergo

harrowing treatments to help him remember the trauma buried deep inside his heart and mind.

When nothing works, a woman of unprecedented power is brought in to help. Young, bright, and

haunted by her own demons, hypnotherapist Hope Cunningham helps patients recover from their

darkest memories. But each time she liberates a wayward soul, Hope's personal pain digs deeper -

until one patient ignites an unforgettable passion. Forge's healing journey is not without risk.

Unwittingly, he has put Hope in the middle of a dangerous war, one that could shatter their eternal

bond. Will the curative power of love be enough to save them?
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I love all the books in this series. That being said I have waited for Forge's story. Ms. Callahan did

not disappoint. Hope is a great match for Forge. She is strong and he needs a strong woman. All

the Nightfury dragons are back, as well as Ivan and his pack. This book has lots of action, Ivan

finally finds the cure for the superbug he released in the last book. I don't want to give too much

away so here goes. Hope is a psychologist who works with victims who have been hurt. She is



approached by Mac and Angela to help Forge unlock his past. Forge and Hope's first meeting is

great. While trying to get together, Hope's fighting being with a patient, her doubting her work ethics,

there is the problem with Mac. This is my new favorite in the series...at least until the next one. I

have told my friends they have to read this. It is so wonderful. If you like shap-shifters or dragon

stories it is well worth the money and it will leave you wanting more.

Great follow up in series. The Scottish dragonkind Forge needs to unlock his memory but dragon

methods to date have not worked. His rush friend Mac brings in the best therapist he knows can

help. Little do they know she is destined to help the nightgowns u lock memories but they help he

move beyond her own pain. Does Forge find his answer or does the therapist. Great read and

continued series. The back story of the archivists unfolds a bit more and the leader Ivar struggles

with his choices. I am looking forward to the next novella and book 7. I wonder which nighttime finds

his fated mate next?

OMG...This book was totally amazing. I had been waiting for the next book in this fantastic series,

and believe me I was not disappointed. Coreene Callahan Nightfury dragons are incredible and

Book 6 was another mindboggling continuation of a phenomenal series. Most of all Coreene outdid

herself in this book especially about Forge and how he found his mate, Hope. It is a breathtaking

story, and Coreene leaves you with anticipation of what's to come in the lives of her dragons. I

highly recommend Fury of Surrender, Book 6, as well as the entire series.

4 1/2 "Dragons are back!" Stars!!I loved this story. I've been waiting for Forge's story from the

beginning and Ms Callahan did not disappoint. It took a while, but it was worth the wait for fans of

the series. Forge and Hope were great, even though there was a lot going on and the focus in this

one was on the general arc of the series a lot, I still enjoyed it. There was enough romance to satisfy

me. Looks like there may be a turn in the bad guy situation. Love it!

Forge is tormented by suppressed memories of the murders of his entire family. Driven to unlock

who did it, the Nightfury dragons enlist Hope, a hypnotherapist to break through the wall. When

Forge lays eyes on her, he knows she is his mate. Through the razorbacks treachery, lies of the

dragon council leader, and the virus that is killing human females, the dragons wage war. Good

storyline, worldbuilding, strong women protagonists. Strong set up for the next book.



Meh, I know it's a romance but I'm actually caught up in the dragon story. I don't care about explicit

sex scenes, I've read plenty of great romance without it. The overuse of God and F..k gets old too.

The romance is in the strength of the characters, how they discover who each other is and come to

deeply connect with each other and the battle /story going on around them. I pictured Forge as a

more robust character. I felt the story was a quick throw together to keep the series going but there

wasn't much depth to it.

Forge rocks. His compassionate, intelligent funny nature comes shining through! Especially when

psychologist Hope is hired on to help them find the reason for his family being killed and for finding

out who did it. This is heart warming story. Just FYI. I would like to hear more about G.M. his little

baby. Didn't see him around much. Can't wait to see what trouble he'll get into. Forge is gorgeous

inside and out.

The caring thought provoking writing is wonderful. You get caught up into the lives and what is going

on you don't realize you finish the book. I was looking for more and realized it was the end of the

book with not another one to read right after. Coreene is the only writer that I dream about each

night after reading to see it again and again of what I just read. This book draws you and and

doesn't let go.
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